
IMAGINE!
FuzePlay closes skills gaps and prepares future minds to make 
the impossible possible! Our technology platform enables 
high-tech toys for the non-tech by leveraging free, open 
source tools that are familiar to educators and common in 
industry. We FUZE online with offline play!

TECHNOLOGY 
PLATFORM

SUBSCRIPTION 
BASED

ENDLESS 
EXPANSION PACKS

STEAM 
LEARNING TOYS

TO MARS!

HOW IT 
WORKS

Navigate a color-coded 
light menu sequencing 
numbers and shapes!

Bring technology to 
life on the FuzePlay 
platform!

Scale play through 
endless activities on 
an open source 
platform.

REAL 
CODING

PLAY TO 
LEARN

FuzePlay is the best platform to equip 
kids with the skills they need to confi-
dently contribute to global sustain-
ability, innovation, and change. Zubi Hackable Flying Disc, NA10369 • enasco.com/science
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STANDARDS

CREATIVE CODING
·      Strand I: Students will use Collaboration
·      Strand II: Students will use Computational Thinking
·      Strand III: Students will use Computing Practice and Programming
·      Strand IV: Students will Understand Community, Global, and Ethical Impacts
·      Strand V: Students will Understand Computers and Communication Devices

 
EXPLORING COMPUTER SCIENCE I

·     Strand I: Students will Learn the Components and Uses of a Computer
·     Strand II:  Problem Solving
·     Strand III: Introduction to Programming

 
EXPLORING COMPUTER SCIENCE II

·      Strand I: Students will Understand Human Computer Interaction
·      Strand II: Students will use Problem Solving
·      Strand IV: Students will Understand Introduction to Programing
·      Strand VI:  Students will Understand Robotics 

Common Core Math K-6 Standards
Common Core Reading for Information K-6 Standards
Common Core Reading for Foundational Skills K-6 Standards
Common Core Speaking and Listening K-6 Standards

SWBAT (STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO)

Define essential parts of a computer and explain components/features of each

Demonstrate algorithmic thinking

Use block based programming languages to write simple programs

 Reverse engineer an algorithm and write pseudo code for an algorithm

Education Technology 2030 (3-5)
Education Technology 2060 (6-8)
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AN INVENTION!
Break students in groups of 2 and let each 
group pick their Zubi Flyer. Without opening 
Zubi Flyer allow students to read and explore 
the interior and exterior contents.  

DIFFICULTY
HARD

MATERIALS
Zubi Flyer

MEDIUM

• Have students follow instructions; read, ex-
plore, touch, but do not open box.  
• Learn Ideation and Discovery techniques 
from what is seen and read on the box.
• Discover each of Zubi Flyer’s contents in a 
way that makes both right and wrong accept-
able. 

ACTIVITY TYPE
Individual
Group
Indoor
Physical Play

EASY

LEARNING PROCESS

TIME
20 Minutes
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A COMPUTER!
Keep students in groups of 2-3. Ask students 
to remove only the Flyer with attached Printed 
Circuit Board (PCB). Continue a more in-depth 
exploration of computers and their parts.

• Use motor and active listening skills to 
remove the lid from the back of the Flyer.   
• Set aside included screws; separate Flyer, 
Flyer lid, and PCB. 
• Touch, feel, and explore the Printed Circuit 
Board. Reference the included Instructable to 
learn about each part.  

LEARNING PROCESS

MATERIALS
Zubi Flyer
Instructable

ACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Group
Indoor | Physical Play

TIME
20 Minutes

DIFFICULTY

HARD

MEDIUM

EASY
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TIME

BUILD IT!
Ask groups to assign stewardship among 
themselves over the Flyer, PCB, Magnet Wand, 
and screws. Working together students should 
remove the battery tab, fit the PCB into the lid 
of the Flyer, and screw the PCB into place. 
Match the lid to the flyer by aligning the light-
ing bolts and twist together!  

• Students will using team building to accom-
plish a common goal.   
• Peer to peer collaboration is demonstrated 
through the physical activity of configuring Zubi 
Flyer.
• Motor skills are required to place each screw, 
stabilize Zubi Flyer and use the duel purposed 
magnet wand.  

LEARNING PROCESS

TIME
20 Minutes

ACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Group
Indoor | Physical Play
MATERIALS DIFFICULTY

HARD

MEDIUM

EASYZubi Flyer
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LIGHT PLAY!
Turn the lights down and put your FuzePlay 
Diffraction Glasses on! Zubi Flyer games are 
color coded. Games are navigated and played 
using number and shape buttons. Learn which 
colors are linked to each game using the color 
coded light menu found in the Instructable. 

DIFFICULTY

HARD

MEDIUM

• Practice computational thinking navigating 
between Zubi Flyer’s color coded games. 
• Name each color, read the matching game. 
• Understand functions and algorithms using 
the numbered buttons to move through, select, 
and exit games.  
• Experiment with computer interaction by 
practicing colors, shapes, and numbers.

ACTIVITY TYPE
Individual
Group
Indoor
Physical Play

EASY

LEARNING PROCESS

MATERIALS
Zubi Flyer
Instructable

TIME
30 Minutes
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LIGHT PLAY!
CONTINUED. . . 
• Know number names and the count sequence.
• Count to tell the number of objects.
• Compare numbers.
• Ask and answer questions about key details in 
a text.
• Ask and answer questions about unknown 
words in a text.
• Actively engage in group reading activities with 
purpose and understanding.

LEARNING PROCESS

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T Y W X Y Z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

LETTERS!

NUMBERS!

SHAPES!
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MOVEMENT!
With students grouped in 2s and 3s, or in a 
circle, practice throwing Zubi Flyer. Students 
should to both throw and catch!  

• Learn motor (movement) skills.
• Practice agility at variable speeds. 
• Learn balance and coordination.
• Practice response time in response to actions 
of people. 

LEARNING PROCESS

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T Y W X Y Z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

TIME
30 MinutesACTIVITY TYPE

Individual | Group
Outdoor | Physical Play

MATERIALS

DIFFICULTY
HARDMEDIUMEASY

Zubi Flyer

• 

• 

• 
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NEWBIE-ZUBIE!
Activate the light shows by pushing buttons or 
waving your Magnet Wand over the Magnetic 
Reed Switches.  

• Represent and interpret data.   
• Reason with shapes and their attributes.
• Analyze patterns and relationships.
• Understand and apply properties of opera-
tions.

LEARNING PROCESS

CODING ZUBI  FLYER  WITH  ARDUINO 
GAME: NEWBIE ZUBI 

SCREEN TIME PLAY 
constant int 
#define 
A) Use arrays and identifiers to modify the sequence of variables that activate each light 
show 
B) Use arrays and identifiers to modify the predefined algorithm that defines each light 
     show's color array 

PHYSICAL PLAY 
Active light shows through sequencing of number and shape buttons or by activating the 
reed switches. 

MATERIALS
Zubi Flyer
Instructable
Arduino
Computer

ACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Indoor 
TIME
30 Minutes

DIFFICULTY

MEDIUM

EASY

HARD

1. 

2. 
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//Newbie-Zubi
//Written by Jordan Rejaud for FUZE
#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>

//Don't modify these, but they need to be defined before the button sequenc-
es
#define TRIANGLE_PUSH 1
#define SQUARE_PUSH 2
#define CIRCLE_PUSH 3
//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//These are the button sequences that you need to push in order to trigger 
the lights show!
//For example, if you want to trigger "Magellan's Envy", you need to push 
the square button,
//then the circle button, then the triangle button

//You also need to set the length variable for each sequence equal to the 
number of button pushes in each sequence
const int MAGELLAN_ENVY[] = {SQUARE_PUSH, CIRCLE_PUSH, TRIANGLE_PUSH};
#define MAGELLAN_ENVY_LENGTH 3
const int ROLLING_ORANGES[] = {TRIANGLE_PUSH, SQUARE_PUSH, CIRCLE_PUSH};
#define ROLLING_ORANGES_LENGTH 3
const int UNICORN_SPARKLE[] = {CIRCLE_PUSH, SQUARE_PUSH, TRIANGLE_PUSH, 
SQUARE_PUSH};
#define UNICORN_SPARKLE_LENGTH 4
const int FIESTA_GRANDE[] = {CIRCLE_PUSH, SQUARE_PUSH, TRIANGLE_PUSH, 
TRIANGLE_PUSH, SQUARE_PUSH, CIRCLE_PUSH};
#define FIESTA_GRANDE_LENGTH 6

//Set this to the length of the longest button sequence above.
//Currently, it's Fiesta Grande with 6
#define LONGEST_BUTTON_SEQUENCE 6

//Random colors are used in some of the light shows
#define NUMBER_OF_RANDOM_COLORS 8 //Set this to the number of random colors 
you listed in
const int RANDOM_COLORS_ARRAY[NUMBER_OF_RANDOM_COLORS][3] = {
  {80,0,0}, //Red
  {0,80,0}, //Green
  {0,0,80}, //Blue
  {255,40,0}, //Orange
  {80,0,120}, //Purple
  {130,80,0}, //Yellow
  {0,80,80}, //Turquoise
  {255,255,255} //White
};

Button 
Assign-

Modify Button 
Sequences here!

Change 
Color 
Values

Newbie-Zubi
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//Light Show Constants
//Magellan's Envy
const int MAGELLAN_ENVY_LED_COLOR[] = {0,80,80}; //The led color
#define MAGELLAN_ENVY_MAX_NUMBER_OF_LOOPS 150 //How many times the LED will 
loop around the board
#define MAGELLAN_ENVY_INITIAL_DELAY 20 //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds 
= 1 Second) Initial delay time between each loop
#define MAGELLAN_ENVY_DELAY_CHANGE 0 //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 
1 Second) How much to change the delay time between each loop
#define MAGELLAN_ENVY_ROTATION_DIRECTION -1 //Which direction the LED spins 
across the board, 1 = clockwise, -1 = anticlockwise

//Rolling Oranges
const int ROLLING_ORANGES_LED_COLOR[] = {255,40,0}; //The led color
#define ROLLING_ORANGES_MAX_NUMBER_OF_LOOPS 150 //How many times the LED 
will loop around the board
#define ROLLING_ORANGES_INITIAL_DELAY 20 //ms Initial delay time between 
each loop. 1000ms (1000 milliseconds) = 1s (1 second)
#define ROLLING_ORANGES_DELAY_CHANGE 0 //ms Initial delay time between each 
loop
#define ROLLING_ORANGES_ROTATION_DIRECTION -1 //Which direction the LED 
spins across the board, 1 = clockwise, -1 = anticlockwise

//Unicorn Sparkle
#define UNICORN_SPARKLE_MAX_NUMBER_OF_LOOPS 1000
#define UNICORN_SPARKLE_INITIAL_DELAY 15 //mS
#define UNICORN_SPARKLE_DELAY_CHANGE 0 //mS

//Fiesta Grande
#define FIESTA_GRANDE_MAX_NUMBER_OF_LOOPS 160
#define FIESTA_GRANDE_INITIAL_DELAY 100 //mS
#define FIESTA_GRANDE_DELAY_CHANGE 0 //mS

//Error Sequence Values
//**************************************************************************
****
#define MAX_ERROR_SEQUENCE_LOOPS 2 //How many times the lights will flash 
during an error sequence
#define ERROR_SEQUENCE_DELAY_VALUE 750 //ms, How long the lights will be lit 
for each flash
const int ERROR_SEQUENCE_COLOR[3] = {255,0,0};
#define ERROR_TONE_FREQUENCY 523 //The tone in Hz that the buzzer will play 
during an error sequence
//**************************************************************************
****

Change 
Light Color!

Change 
Timing!

Change # of Se-
quence Loops!

Change 
Rotation!

Newbie-Zubie
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CATCH THE LIGHT + 
PONG

A game of speed! See if you are as 
fast as light! Then test your skills by 
controlling the game play!

• Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
• Construct viable arguments and critique the 
reasoning of others.
• Write and interpret numerical expressions.
• Multiply and divide.

MATERIALSACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Indoor 

TIME 30 Minutes

DIFFICULTY

MEDIUM
EASY

HARD

SCREEN TIME PLAY 
RGB LED Value  
Initial_Delay 
Delay_Change 
 
Use Intial_Delay and Delay_Change Variables to modify the 
default algorithm. 

PHYSICAL PLAY 
Play [Game].  Bounce and catch light between all six LEDs.

1.

2.

LEARNING PROCESS

 

 

 

Zubi Flyer
Instructable
Arduino
Computer

GAME:  CATCH THE  L IGHT  
+  PONG  
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//Catch the Light
//Written by Jordan Rejaud for FUZE
#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>

//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//This is the color that the active LEDs will be
const int CATCH_THE_LIGHT_ACTIVE_LED_COLOR[3] = {0,80,0};
//This is the delay time between the LED position changing.
//It starts at 2000ms (or 2s)
//So every 2s, the LED moves to it's next position
long INITIAL_DELAY = 2000; //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 1 Second)
//Every time the user "catches" the LED, the game will restart a little bit 
faster
//The game goes faster by decreasing the delay by 100ms
//So the first round, the delay is 2s, then 1.9s, then 1.8s, until the user 
misses catching an LED
long DELAY_CHANGE = 100; //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 1 Second)

//Pong
//Written by Jordan Rejaud for FUZE
#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>

//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//This is the color that the active LEDs will be
const int PONG_ACTIVE_LED_COLOR[] = {255,40,0};
//This is the delay time between the LED position changing.
//It starts at 2000ms (or 2s)
//So every 2s, the LED moves to it's next position
long PONG_INITIAL_DELAY = 1000; //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 1 
Second)
//Every time the user "catches" the LED, the next round will be a little bit 
faster
//The game goes faster by decreasing the delay by 100ms
//So the first round, the delay is 2s, then 1.9s, then 1.8s, until the user 
misses catching an LED
long PONG_DELAY_CHANGE = 75; //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 1 
Second)

Change 
Light Color!

Change Initial Delay!

Change Delay Change!

Change 
Light Color!

Change Initial Delay!

Change Delay Change!

Catch the Light

Pong
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HOT POTATOE
Activate the light shows by pushing buttons or 
waving your Magnet Wand over the Magnetic 
Reed Switches.  

• Represent and interpret data.   
• Explore randomization in games.
• Analyze patterns and relationships.
• Understand and apply properties of opera-
tions.

LEARNING PROCESS

MATERIALS
Zubi Flyer
Instructable
Arduino
Computer

ACTIVITY TYPE
Group| Outdoor
TIME
30 Minutes

DIFFICULTY

MEDIUM

EASY

HARD

 
 
 

 
  

 

 

GAME:  HOT  POTATO
SCREEN TIME PLAY 

MIN_GAME_DURATION
MAX_GAME_DURATION
ACTIVE_LED_INITIAL_DURATION
ACTIVE_LED_DURATION_CHANGE
MIN_ACTIVE_LED_DURATION_CHANGE

Create a time based algorithm that predictively redefines the 
random duration of game play.

PHYSICAL PLAY 
Activate Hot Potato mode and throw Zubi Flyer to a friend, but 
don’t get caught holding Zubi Flyer when the lights stop 
spinning! You will be out!
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HotPotatoHotPotato
//Hot Potato
//Written by Jordan Rejaud for FUZE
#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>

//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//Define the minimum and maximum duration of the game (in ms)
//Game play lasts for a random amount of time between the minimum and 
maximum durations.
#define MIN_GAME_DURATION 30000 //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 1 
Second)
#define MAX_GAME_DURATION 60000 //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 1 
Second)

//Initial duration between each active LED "hop"
//You can think of this as the initial speed of the Hot Potato Timer
//The higher the number, the slower the active LED will start moving around 
the board
#define ACTIVE_LED_INITIAL_DURATION 1800 //mS (millisecond, 1000 millisec-
onds = 1 Second)

//How much to subtract from the active LED duration every time you hop from 
one LED to the next on the board
//You can think of this as the acceleration of the Hot Potato Timer
//The higher the number, the faster the active LED will accelerate around 
the board after it starts moving
#define ACTIVE_LED_DURATION_CHANGE 40 //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 
1 Second)

//The minimum acitve LED duration (The least amount of time it will stay on 
a single LED position from one hop to another)
//Over time, the active LED will jump from one position to another faster 
and faster
//The lower the number, the higher the "top speed" of the active LED
#define MIN_ACTIVE_LED_DURATION_CHANGE 30 //mS (millisecond, 1000 millisec-
onds = 1 Second)

//The RGB color that the active LED will be during the game
const int HOT_POTATO_ACTIVE_LED_COLOR[3] = {80, 0, 0};

//Error Sequence Values
//**************************************************************************
****
#define MAX_ERROR_SEQUENCE_LOOPS 1 //How many times the lights will flash 
during an error sequence
#define ERROR_SEQUENCE_DELAY_VALUE 750 //ms, How long the lights will be lit 
for each flash
const int ERROR_SEQUENCE_COLOR[3] = {255,0,0};
#define ERROR_TONE_FREQUENCY 523 //The tone in Hz that the buzzer will play 
during an error sequence
//**************************************************************************
****

Min/Max Game Duration!

Change 
Light Color!

Change Error Values!

LED Start Speed!

LED Acceleration Speed!

LED Change Speed!
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SIMON SAYS + 
TELEPHONE

Repeat and build light 
sequences with a 
friend or in a group! 
Can you conquer the 
colors?

• Use language-fundamental commands and 
operations. 
• Employ accepted programming methodology.
• Apply programming skills as effective member 
of a team. 

MATERIALSACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Group
Indoor | Outdoor

TIME 30 Minutes DIFFICULTY
MEDIUMEASY HARD

LEARNING PROCESS

Zubi Flyer | Instructable
Arduino |Computer

 

GAME:  S IMON SAYS 
+  TELEPHONE
1. SCREEN TIME PLAY

INITIAL_MEMORY_SEQUENCE_LENGTH
DELAY_VALUE 
 Organize into teams by modifying variables to 
determine which team can memorize the 
longest sequence in the shortest amount of time 

2. PHYSICAL PLAY Repeat Zubi Flyer ’s flashing light sequence!  Can you conquer 
the colors? Play against a friend or with a group! Repeat and 
build a light sequence while throwing among the class!  
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Simon Says

Telephone

//Simon
//Written by Jordan Rejaud for FUZE
#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>

//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//This is the color that the active LEDs will be
const int SIMON_ACTIVE_LED_COLOR[3] = {80, 0, 120};
#define INITIAL_MEMORY_SEQUENCE_LENGTH 3

//Error Sequence Values
//**************************************************************************
****
#define MAX_ERROR_SEQUENCE_LOOPS 1 //How many times the lights will flash 
during an error sequence
#define ERROR_SEQUENCE_DELAY_VALUE 750 //ms, How long the lights will be lit 
for each flash
const int ERROR_SEQUENCE_COLOR[3] = {255,0,0};
#define ERROR_TONE_FREQUENCY 523 //The tone in Hz that the buzzer will play 
during an error sequence
//**************************************************************************
****

//Telephone
//Written by Jordan Rejaud for FUZE
#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>

//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//This is the color that the active LEDs will be
const int ACTIVE_LED_COLOR[3] = {0, 80, 80};
//How long (how many items in the array) should the memory game start with
#define INITIAL_MEMORY_SEQUENCE_LENGTH 3
//How long the lights flash for when repeating a memory sequence
#define DELAY_VALUE 500 //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 1 Second)

//If ENABLE_SECRET_CODE is set to true, then the user can push Button 1 to 
replay
//the sequence that the other player inputted
const boolean ENABLE_SECRET_CODE = true;

//Error Sequence Values
//**************************************************************************
****

Change 
Light Color!

Change Error Values!

Memory Start Length!

Change 
Light Color!

Memory Start Length!

Change reply speed!
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HAND HARMONICA
Have students discover what is both making the 
sound (Piezo Speaker) and what is controlling 
the sound (Photocell). Get into the code to con-
trol light and sound!

• Describe work performed by each team 
member. 
• Demonstrate knowledge of a computers and 
related parts.
• Explore randomization in code.

LEARNING PROCESS

GAME:  HAND HARMONICA
1. SCREEN TIME PLAY

MAX_PIEZO_VALUE
MIN_PIEZO_VALUE
MIN_PHOTOCELL_THRESHHOLD_VALUE
constant int 
#define 
 A) Use frequency to determine the minimum and maximum 
piezo value
B) Determine the minimum photocell threshold under 
different light condition

2. PHYSICAL PLAY 
Play air guitar with your hand!

 
 
 

 
  

 

 

MATERIALSACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Group
Indoor | Outdoor

TIME 30 Minutes DIFFICULTY
MEDIUMEASY HARD

Zubi Flyer | Instructable
Arduino |Computer
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Hand Harmonica
//Hand Harmonica
//Written by Jordan Rejaud for FUZE

#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>

//***********************************************************
*******************
// User modifiable values
//***********************************************************
*******************

//The max and min values of the piezo buzzer.
//The higher the MAX_PIEZO_VALUE is, the louder the loudest 
sound of the buzzer will be.
//The lower the MIN_PIEZO_VALUE is, the softer the softest 
sound of the buzzer will be.
#define MAX_PIEZO_VALUE 5000 //hz (frequency)
#define MIN_PIEZO_VALUE 10 //hz (frequency)

//Any photocell values below MIN_PHOTO_CELL_VALUE won't trig-
ger then buzzer or the LEDs
#define MIN_PHOTO_CELL_THRESHOLD_VALUE 70

//The MAX_LED_COLOR is the brightest LED value that will 
occur when the photo cell sees the most amount of light.
const int MAX_LED_COLOR[3] = {0, 143, 104};
//***********************************************************
*******************

Adjust Min/Mac 
Speaker Values!

Adjust Photocell 
Sensitivity!

Change 
Light Color!
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30 Minutes

• Identify statements and expressions. 
• Identify keywords and identifiers.
• Test program for errors. 
• Analyze and predict program code. 

MATERIALSACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Group
Indoor | 

TIME DIFFICULTY
MEDIUMEASY HARD

Zubi Flyer | Instructable
Arduino |Computer

RGB + RGB SINGLE 
LIGHT ART HACK
Make light art with over 16 million hues of color! 

LEARNING PROCESS

 

GAME: RGB + RGB SINGLE 
LIGHT ART HACK

SCREEN TIME PLAY
COLOR_VALUE_INCREMENT
DEFAULT_COLOR_VALUE 1
DELAY_VALUE 

Assign values to variables to create variations of light art using 
text based script.

PHYSICAL PLAY 
Push buttons to control the brightness of red, green, or blue 
light displayed on each LED. There are more than 16 million 
different colors you can create.  

1. 

 

2. 
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 //RGB Light Art Hack
//Written by Jordan Rejaud for FUZE
#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>
#include <EnableInterrupt.h>

//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//How much the color value will incease by each button push (value will go 
from 0 to 255 and back to 0 again)
#define COLOR_VALUE_INCREMENT 10

//The default brightness of the LEDs (1-255) when the game starts or the 
colors are reset, 255 is max brightness
#define DEFAULT_COLOR_VALUE 1

//**************************************************************************
****

//RGB Single Light Art Hack
//Written by Jordan Rejaud for FUZE
#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>
#include <EnableInterrupt.h>

//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//How much the color value will incease by each button push (value will go 
from 0 to 255 and back to 0 again)
#define COLOR_VALUE_INCREMENT 10

//The default brightness of the LEDs (1-255) when the game starts or the 
colors are reset, 255 is max brightness
#define DEFAULT_COLOR_VALUE 1

#define DELAY_VALUE 500 //ms, How long the flash lasts

const int RGB_SINGLE_SELECTED_COLOR[] = {255,255,255}; //The color of the 
LED during selection
//**************************************************************************
****

RGBLightArtHack

RGBSingleLight

Control how fast LEDs 
increase in brightness!

How long the initial 
light flashes

Adjust default 
start brightness!

Change Initial
Light Color!
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NAME THAT TUNE
Play musical chairs, use the piezo speaking to 
play sound. Find different songs using button 
and reed switches. Then, code your own song!

• Interpret flow and execution of algorithms, 
predict their outcomes.
• Identify and explain an object, function, vari-
able, and parameter in code.
• Participate in independent song creation!

LEARNING PROCESS

MATERIALS
Zubi Flyer
Instructable
Arduino
Computer

ACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Group
Indoor | Outdoor

TIME 30 Minutes

DIFFICULTY

MEDIUM

EASY

HARD

GAME:  NAME THAT  TUNE
1. SCREEN TIME PLAY 

Libraries: melodies.h & pitches.h 
NOTE_COUNT 
_NOTE_DURATION 
_BPM 
 A) Identify the syntactical components defining each song and 
correctly adjust tempo.
B) Sort the data structure used to construct each song.  Make 
your own 42 note song.

2. PHYSICAL PLAY 
Zubi Flyer ’s ‘piezo’ buzzer produces sound waves! Sound 
waves make music

MOOD LIGHT
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NameThatTune
//Name that Tune
//Written by Jordan Rejaud for FUZE

#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>
#include "melodies.h"

//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//How many different tunes are programmed on the board
#define NUMBER_OF_TUNES 6

//The delay time between each notes in the song
//Delay between notes: Note Duration + 30%
//If a note lasts for 1s, then there will be a 0.30 second delay after the 
note ends before the next note starts
#define DELAY_BETWEEN_NOTES 0.30

//The color of the tune selection menu
const int TUNE_MENU_SELECTION_COLOR[3] = {29, 37, 86};

//Note Colors

//These are the colors that the LEDs will flash when a particular note is 
being played
const int A_NOTE_COLOR[3] = {80,0,0}; //Red
const int B_NOTE_COLOR[3] = {255,40,0}; //Orange
const int C_NOTE_COLOR[3] = {130, 80, 0}; //Yellow
const int D_NOTE_COLOR[3] = {0,80,0}; //Green
const int E_NOTE_COLOR[3] = {0,0,80}; //Blue
const int F_NOTE_COLOR[3] = {40, 0, 100}; //Indigo
const int G_NOTE_COLOR[3] = {80,0,120}; //Violet
//**************************************************************************
****

PITCHESMELODIES

Change menu 
Light Color!

Change time 
Between notes!

Change color of 
notes played!
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NAME THAT TUNE

NOTE_B0 - NOTE_B3 is the lower registry of a piano
NOTE_C4 - NOTE_DS8 is the upper registry of a piano  

//Fur Elise
 //Ludwig Van Beethoven, 1810
 //******************************************************************************

 
 //How many beats per minute the song has

 
 //An array of all the notes in the song
 const int PROGMEM FUR_ELISE_MELODY[FUR_ELISE_NOTE_COUNT] = {
   NOTE_E5, NOTE_DS5, NOTE_E5, NOTE_DS5, NOTE_E5, NOTE_B4, NOTE_D5, NOTE_C5, 
NOTE_A4,
   NOTE_E3, NOTE_A3, NOTE_C4, NOTE_E4, NOTE_A4, NOTE_B4, NOTE_E3, NOTE_GS3, 
NOTE_E4,
   NOTE_GS4, NOTE_B4, NOTE_C5, NOTE_E3, NOTE_A3, NOTE_E4, NOTE_E5, NOTE_DS5, 
NOTE_E5,
   NOTE_DS5, NOTE_E5, NOTE_B4, NOTE_D5, NOTE_C5, NOTE_A4, NOTE_E3, NOTE_A3, 

MELODIES

Create your own music with 
this full-scale piano code!

   Change the tempo of the song 
by imputing a new number. The          
    slower the number the slower      
        the song will play.

TEMPO

Click on the MELODIES 
tab and scroll down until 

PITCHES

until you find Fur Elise

Replace notes after “=” to 
make new song!

Middle
C

NOTE_B0  
NOTE_C1
NOTE_CS1
NOTE_D1
NOTE_DS1
NOTE_F1  
NOTE_FS1
NOTE_G1  
NOTE_A1  
NOTE_AS1
NOTE_B1  

NOTE_C2
NOTE_CS2
NOTE_D2
NOTE_DS2
NOTE_E2
NOTE_F2  
NOTE_FS2 
NOTE_G2  
NOTE_GS2 
NOTE_A2  
NOTE_AS2 

NOTE_B2  
NOTE_C3  
NOTE_CS3 
NOTE_D3  
NOTE_DS3 
NOTE_E3  
NOTE_F3  
NOTE_FS3 
NOTE_G3  
NOTE_GS3 
NOTE_A3  

NOTE_AS3 
NOTE_B3  
NOTE_C4  
NOTE_CS4 
NOTE_D4  
NOTE_DS4 
NOTE_E4  
NOTE_F4  
NOTE_FS4 
NOTE_G4  
NOTE_GS4

NOTE_A4  
NOTE_AS4 
NOTE_B4  
NOTE_C5  
NOTE_CS5 
NOTE_D5  
NOTE_DS5 
NOTE_E5  
NOTE_F5  
NOTE_FS5 
NOTE_G5 

NOTE_GS5 
NOTE_A5  
NOTE_AS5 
NOTE_B5 
NOTE_C6  
NOTE_CS6 
NOTE_D6  
NOTE_DS6 
NOTE_E6  
NOTE_F6  
NOTE_FS6 

NOTE_G6  
NOTE_GS6
NOTE_A6  
NOTE_AS6 
NOTE_B6  
NOTE_C7  
NOTE_CS7
NOTE_D7  
NOTE_DS7
NOTE_E7  
NOTE_F7  

NOTE_FS7 
NOTE_G7  
NOTE_GS7 
NOTE_A7  
NOTE_AS7 
NOTE_B7  
NOTE_C8  
NOTE_CS8
NOTE_D8  
NOTE_DS8

 

S
stands for

"Sharp"
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SHORTCUT HACKS
Darken the gym, play Frisbee, and experiment 
all the different light patterns.  Get into the code 
to play with randomized colors and sequences! 

• Interpret flow and execution of algorithms, 
predict their outcomes.
• Represent and interpret data.   
• Explore randomization in games.
• Analyze patterns and relationships.
• Understand and apply properties of opera-
tions.

LEARNING PROCESS

MATERIALS
Zubi Flyer
Instructable
Arduino
Computer

ACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Group
Indoor | Outdoor

TIME 30 Minutes

DIFFICULTY

MEDIUM

EASY

HARD
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

GAME:  SHORTCUT  HACKS 
1. SCREEN TIME PLAY 

_COLORS 8 
_ARRAY 
 
Assign values to variables to create light art. 

2. PHYSICAL PLAY 
Access pre-programmed light shows and Flashlight Mode.   
Go outside and play Frisbee.

   NOTE_E5, NOTE_DS5, NOTE_E5, NOTE_DS5, NOTE_E5, NOTE_B4, NOTE_D5, NOTE_C5, 

   NOTE_E3, NOTE_A3, NOTE_C4, NOTE_E4, NOTE_A4, NOTE_B4, NOTE_E3, NOTE_GS3, 

   NOTE_GS4, NOTE_B4, NOTE_C5, NOTE_E3, NOTE_A3, NOTE_E4, NOTE_E5, NOTE_DS5, 

   NOTE_DS5, NOTE_E5, NOTE_B4, NOTE_D5, NOTE_C5, NOTE_A4, NOTE_E3, NOTE_A3, 

ZUBI FLYER BLOCKS
Zubi Hackable Flying Disc, NA10369 • enasco.com/science
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//Shortcut Hacks
//Written by Jordan Rejaud
#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>
#include <EnableInterrupt.h>

//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//Random colors are used in some of the light shows
#define NUMBER_OF_RANDOM_COLORS 8 //Set this to the number of random colors 
you listed in
const int RANDOM_COLORS_ARRAY[NUMBER_OF_RANDOM_COLORS][3] = {
  {80,0,0}, //Red
  {0,80,0}, //Green
  {0,0,80}, //Blue
  {255,40,0}, //Orange
  {80,0,120}, //Purple
  {130,80,0}, //Yellow
  {0,80,80}, //Turquoise
  {255,255,255} //White
};

//Light Show Constants
//Magellan's Envy
const int MAGELLAN_ENVY_LED_COLOR[] = {0,80,80}; //The led color
#define MAGELLAN_ENVY_MAX_NUMBER_OF_LOOPS 1000 //How many times the LED will 
loop around the board
#define MAGELLAN_ENVY_INITIAL_DELAY 150 //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds 
= 1 Second) Initial delay time between each loop
#define MAGELLAN_ENVY_DELAY_CHANGE 0 //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 
1 Second) How much to change the delay time between each loop
#define MAGELLAN_ENVY_ROTATION_DIRECTION 1 //1 = clockwise, -1 = anti-clock-
wise

//Rolling Oranges
const int ROLLING_ORANGES_LED_COLOR[] = {255,40,0}; //The led color
#define ROLLING_ORANGES_MAX_NUMBER_OF_LOOPS 1000 //How many times the LED 
will loop around the board
#define ROLLING_ORANGES_INITIAL_DELAY 150 //mS (millisecond, 1000 millisec-
onds = 1 Second) Initial delay time between each loop
#define ROLLING_ORANGES_DELAY_CHANGE 0 //mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds 
= 1 Second) Initial delay time between each loop
#define ROLLING_ORANGES_ROTATION_DIRECTION -1 //1 = clockwise, -1 = 
anti-clockwise

//Unicorn Sparkle
#define UNICORN_SPARKLE_MAX_NUMBER_OF_LOOPS 30000
#define UNICORN_SPARKLE_INITIAL_DELAY 30 //mS
#define UNICORN_SPARKLE_DELAY_CHANGE 0 //mS
const int UNICORN_SPARKLE_PREVIEW_LED_COLOR[] = {201, 195, 195};

Randomize the 
color array!

Change Sequence 
Timing!

Change # of Se-
quence Loops!

Change 
Rotation!

Shortcut Hacks
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MOOD LIGHT
Use this self-dimming timer to start/stop class 
activities, teach about time, and then create 
your own timer with auto dimming light! 

• Interpret flow and execution of algorithms, 
predict their outcomes.
• Represent and interpret data.   
• Understand and apply properties of opera-
tions.
• Discussions social and ethical consequences 
of computers. 

LEARNING PROCESS

MATERIALS
Zubi Flyer
Instructable
Arduino
Computer

ACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Group
Indoor | Outdoor

TIME 30 Minutes

DIFFICULTY

MEDIUM

EASY

HARD
 

GAME:  MOOD L IGHT
1. SCREEN TIME PLAY 

TIMER_DURATION 
DIMMER_CHANGE_OCCURANCES 
 
Pick a color of your choice and simulate the sun setting over 
a 10 minute period.

2. PHYSICAL PLAY 
Illuminate a room with a self-dimming timer.
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MOOD LIGHT

DIFFICULTY

//Mood Light
//Written by Jordan Rejaud
#include <FastLED.h>
#include <Bounce2.h>
#include <EnableInterrupt.h>

//**************************************************************************
****
// User modifiable values
//**************************************************************************
****
//This is how long the light show lasts (in ms)
//1800000 is 30 mins
#define TIMER_DURATION 1800000 ///mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 1 
Second)
//#define TIMER_DURATION 1800000 ///mS (millisecond, 1000 milliseconds = 1 
Second)
//How many times the dimmer will dim over the course of the light show
#define DIMMER_CHANGE_OCCURANCES 100
//The flashlight colors
//Written directly in R,G,B to make it easier to manipulate later
#define FLASHLIGHT_COLORS_COUNT 8
const int RED_FLASHLIGHT_COLOR[3] = {255,0,0};
const int GREEN_FLASHLIGHT_COLOR[3] = {0,255,0};
const int BLUE_FLASHLIGHT_COLOR[3] = {0,255,255};
const int ORANGE_FLASHLIGHT_COLOR[3] = {255,40,0};
const int VIOLET_FLASHLIGHT_COLOR[3] = {120,10,220};
const int YELLOW_FLASHLIGHT_COLOR[3] = {130,80,0};
const int TURQUOISE_FLASHLIGHT_COLOR[3] = {0,80,80};
const int WHITE_FLASHLIGHT_COLOR[3] = {255,255,255};
//**************************************************************************
****

Mood Light

Change rate of light 
change over time!

Randomize the 
color array!

Change Timer 
Duration!
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MATERIALS
Zubi Flyer
Instructable
Arduino
Computer

ACTIVITY TYPE
Individual | Group
Indoor | Outdoor

TIME 30 Minutes

DIFFICULTY

MEDIUM

EASY

HARD
 

SNAP4FUZE!
Snap4Fuze is an extended reimplementation 
of Scratch that allows you to Build Your Own 
Blocks. To run Snap4Fuze, open a browser 
window and connect to www.Snap4Fuze.com 
to start!

• Control Zubi Flyer with Block Code
• Nesting Sprites: Anchors and Parts 
• Reporter Blocks and Expressions
• Predicates and Conditional Evaluation
• Global, Script, Renaming, Transient Variables

LEARNING PROCESS
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SETUP & EXAMPLE SCRIPTS

ZUBI FLYER BLOCKS

https://fuzeplay.io/pages/lets-code  

INSTRUCTIONS
https://snap.berkeley.edu/SnapManual.pdf

Assign commands to 
Zubi Flyer buttons!

Connect &Discon-
nect Zubi Flyer

Make decisions 
using the photo cell!

Assign LEDs colors!

Clear LEDs
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LESSON PLANNING
SUPPLEMENTS
Teacher inspired lesson plans made simple. If 
you have a great idea, share it!  We will echo
TEAM WORK + PEER TO PEER 
COLLABORATION
1. Build Zubi Flyer 
2. Organize in groups of 4-5
3. Pick a team leader - responsible for holding 
the PCB and flyer cap
4. Pick someone to be ‘Master of the Screws’
5. Have team leader pull off battery tab and 
secure battery.
6. Groups should work together to correctly fit 
PCB into cap and screw into place.
7. Align lightening bolts and twist lid onto Zubi 
Flyer - you should hear it ‘POP’ into place!
8. Put on FuzePlay Diffraction Glasses and turn 
the power on.
9. Congratulate students and ask, ‘What do you 
think the most important skill to develop is?’
Discuss the role electronics and technology 
play in life and the importance of human skills 
like teamwork and peer to peer collaboration!
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LESSON PLANNING
SUPPLEMENTS
Teacher inspired lesson plans made simple. If 
you have a great idea, share it!  We will echo
NAME THE COLORS
1. Have kids sit together in a circle.
2. Start with one child holding Zubi Flyer
3. Push button 1 to cycle through game menu
4. Have kids say out loud the color of the LEDs 
and pass Zubi Flyer to his/her right.
5. Next child pushes button 1 and repeats 
saying color of LED and passing to his/her right.
6. Continue until everyone has had a turn.

NEWBIE-ZUBI

CATCH THE LIGHT

HOT POTATO

SIMON SAYS

HAND HARMONICA

TELEPHONE

PONG

RGB LIGHT ART HACK

RGB SINGLE L GHT ART HACK

NAME THAT TUNE

MOOD LIGHT

SHORTCUT HACK

BLUE

GREEN

RED

PURPLE

SOLAR FLARE

TURQUOISE

ORANGE

LOW WHITE

HI WHITE

LIME

I

PINK

YELLOW
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LESSON PLANNING
SUPPLEMENTS
Teacher inspired lesson plans made simple. If 
you have a great idea, share it!  We will echo
MUSICAL PASS
1. Have kids sit together in a circle.
2. Teacher finds Name that Tune and chooses 
a song.
3. Start music.
4. Teacher passes flyer to child on his/her right.
5. Kids continue to pass flyer to his/her right as 
music plays.
6. Pass Zubi Flyer until music stops. 
7. Allow kids to hold Zubi Flyer pass or hold as 
quickly as they like.
8. Whoever is holding the flyer when the music 
stops gets to pick the next song!
9. Repeat Game
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LESSON PLANNING
SUPPLEMENTS
Teacher inspired lesson plans made simple. If 
you have a great idea, share it!  We will echo
SOLAR POWER
1. With Zubi Flyer turned off, show kids the 
Photocell.
2. Explain that like flipping a light switch to turn 
on lights the photocell can use the amount of 
light pointing at it in a similar way.
3. Teacher navigates to Hand Harmonica (rec-
ommended to take out of cap).
4. Ask students to discover the two electronic 
parts that control the sound. Demonstrate that 
quantity of light controlled with your hand af-
fects the lights and sound .
4. Sitting in a circle pass the flyer around so 
each child can experience and play with the 
photocell.
5. Take the students to a window and have 
them experiment with how loud and how soft 
they can get the sensor to operate.
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LESSON PLANNING
SUPPLEMENTS
Teacher inspired lesson plans made simple. If 
you have a great idea, share it!  We will echo
RGB LIGHT ART HACK
1. Teacher navigates to RGB Light Art Hack.
2. Use Zubi Flyer instuctable to explain RGB color 
system. 
3. Teacher demos to students that the triangle 
button controls (RED), square button controls 
(GREEN), and circle button controls (BLUE). 4. Make 
as brighter and brighter then clear the board with 
button 3 before creating a new color.
4. Next, teacher demos mixing the colors to create a 
new color, then clears the board by pushing button 
3.
5. Sitting in a circle, have the first student push trian-
gle, square, or circle on the flyer to select one color 
and push the button up to three times.
6. Pass the flyer to his/her right, the next student can 
choose to mix a new color by pushing either the 
triangle, square, or circle button up to three times.
7. Repeat these steps for all six LEDs.
8. The last child to go also gets to clear the board 
using button 3 and be the first to start a new round.
9. Try having the class make specific colors with their 
new color skills.Zubi Hackable Flying Disc, NA10369 • enasco.com/science
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LESSON PLANNING
SUPPLEMENTS
Teacher inspired lesson plans made simple. If 
you have a great idea, share it!  We will echo
TELEPHONE (AKA MEMORY)
1. Teacher navigates to Telephone Game and 
explains how the game works.
2. Explain to kids that they will need to work 
together to help everyone remember the lon-
gest sequence.
3. First child enters a random, three shape se-
quence, and says out loud what he/she chose.
4. The group repeats the sequence.
5. Child passes flyer to student on his/her right
Team repeats sequence again as new child re-
peats shape sequence, and then adds a new 
shape making it a 4 shape sequence.
6. Group repeats new sequence.
7. Child passes flyer to student on his/her right
Team repeats new sequence as child repeats 
shape sequence, and then adds a new shape 
(making it a 5 shape sequence).
8. Continue repeating to make the longest se-
quence!
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